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Introduction. L. Fuchs [2 ] has given for Noetherian rings a theory of the

representation of an ideal as an intersection of primal ideals, the theory being

in many ways analogous to the classical Noether theory. An ideal Q is primal

if the elements not prime to Q form an ideal, necessarily prime, called the

adjoint of Q. Primary ideals are necessarily primal, but not conversely.

Analogous results have been obtained by Curtis [l] for noncommutative

rings with unit element, using a definition of right primal ideal which does

not, however, reduce to that of Fuchs in a commutative ring. In this paper

an alternative definition of right primal ideal in a general ring is given, which

reduces to Fuchs' for commutative rings and to Curtis' for rings with unit

element and ascending chain condition (A.C.C.) for ideals. This definition is

based on a definition of "not right prime to A" which associates with any

ideal A certain maximal not right prime to A ideals, analogous to Krull's

maximal associated primes. These maximal not right prime to A ideals appar-

ently are not necessarily prime unless a condition of "uniformity," which is

weaker than the A.C.C, is imposed. In §3 a discussion of primal decomposi-

tions in rings without finiteness conditions is given, and in §4 the Fuchs-

Curtis decomposition theorems are obtained for rings with A.C.C. for ideals.

In §5 a new definition of the right associated primes of an ideal is given, and

the maximal such ideals are determined. Following the methods of Murdoch

[6], upper and lower right isolated 5-components of an ideal A, where B is

any divisor of A, are defined and their properties investigated in §6. If B is

a maximal not right prime to A ideal, the isolated .B-components of A are

called upper and lower principal component ideals of A, and reduce to Krull's

principal component ideals in commutative rings. It is shown in §7 that

under certain conditions an ideal is the intersection of its upper principal

components, and that any ideal in an associative ring is the intersection of

its lower principal components.

1. Notation and definitions. We shall use R to denote an associative ring

which will be noncommutative unless otherwise specified. The term ideal will

always mean two-sided ideal. Proper ideals in R will be denoted by A, B, ■ • •
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and elements of R by a, b, x, y, • ■ ■ . The symbols ^Aa and A +B will de-

note ideal sums of ideals, and \JAa and AVJB will denote set theoretic unions.

By {AIA has property P} and {x \ x has property P} we shall mean respec-

tively the set of ideals having property P and the set of elements having

property P. The symbol (x) will mean the principal ideal generated by x

and (x, y, ■ • ■ ) the ideal generated by x, y, • • • .

Definition 1. Ax~x= {y\yRxCA } and AB~X = {y\yRBCZA }. Evidently
both Ax-1 and AB~l are ideals and both contain the ideal A.

Definition 2. The element x is not right prime (nrp) to A if Ax~x?±A.

Otherwise x is right prime (rp) to A.

Definition 3. The ideal B is nrp to A if every b in B is nrp to A. Other-

wise B is rp to A.

Definition 4. The ideal A is right primal if {x\ x is nrp to A } is an ideal,

which is then termed the adjoint ideal of A. Since there are no ideals nrp to

the ring R, we shall say that R is primal. As we shall consider only right

primal ideals, we shall simply say "primal" instead of "right primal."

Definition 5. An ideal B is uniformly nrp (unrp) to A if AB^^A, or

equivalently if there exists some y not in A such that yRBQA.

Definition 6. A ring is termed (right) uniform if for any two ideals A

and B, if B is nrp to A it follows that B is unrp to A.

We note that B nrp to A in the sense of Curtis [l ] implies B is unrp to A,

if B is unrp to A then B is nrp to A, and if R has a unit element then B unrp

to A implies B is nrp to A in the sense of Curtis.

Since the ideal sum of an ascending chain of ideals nrp to A is again nrp

to A, Zorn's lemma assures the existence of ideals which are maximal in the

inclusion ordered set of ideals nrp to A. Such an ideal will be termed a

maximal nrp to A ideal, and thus A is primal if there is only one maximal

nrp to A ideal.

If R is commutative, then x nrp to A is equivalent to x not prime to A,

and thus our definition of primal agrees with that of Fuchs. If R has a unit

element then A primal in the sense of Curtis implies A is primal, and if R is

a uniform ring with unit element then A primal implies A is primal in the

sense of Curtis. That the condition of uniformity is an essential one is shown

by an example of Curtis' paper [l ] of a nonuniform ring which has a primal

ideal that is not primal in his sense.

2. Primal ideals.
Definition 7. By a prime ideal we mean an ideal which is prime in the

sense of McCoy [5], that is, P is prime if xRyQP implies x or y is in P.

McCoy has shown that this is equivalent to the property that if P divides

the product of two ideals then P must divide at least one of them.

Definition 8. A maximal prime of an ideal A is an ideal which is maximal

in the inclusion ordered set of prime ideal divisors of A which are nrp to A.

We note that in the general case there may be no maximal primes of A
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even if it happens that there are prime divisors of A which are nrp to A,

since the union of an ascending chain of prime ideals is not necessarily prime.

Lemma 1. If B is maximal in the inclusion ordered set of ideals nrp to A

and is unrp to A then B is a maximal prime of A.

Proof. Let xRy be contained in B and y be not in B. Then since B is unrp

to A there exists z not in A such that zRB is contained in A, hence zRxRy is

contained in A. Now B a maximal nrp to A ideal implies the existence of

some y'(E:(y)-\-B such that y' is rp to A. But then zRxRy' is contained in A,

which implies zRx is contained in A. Thus we have zR[(x)+B]QA and

(x)+B is nrp to A. Since B is maximal nrp to A it follows that x is in B as

required.

Definition 9. An ideal A is strongly irreducible if A cannot be expressed

as an intersection, finite or infinite, of proper divisors. A is irreducible if A

cannot be expressed as a finite intersection of proper divisors.

Lemma 2. If A is strongly irreducible then every ideal B nrp to A is unrp

to A.

Proof. Since B is nrp to A we have ACAb~l for every b£B. Hence

-4cn&£B.4&_1, and since A is strongly irreducible the inclusion must be

proper. Thus there exists x&A such that x^Ab'1 for all &G-B. But then

xRBQA and B is unrp to A.

Lemma 3. Every irreducible ideal is primal. Every strongly irreducible ideal

is primal with prime adjoint.

Proof. Suppose bi and bt are nrp to an irreducible ideal A. Then Ab\x~^A

and Ab^DA, hence AC.Abrir\Abrl, and since A is irreducible the inclusion

must be proper. Hence there exists x(£A such that x^Ab^C^Abr1. But then

xR(bi—bi)QA and bi — bi is nrp to A. Thus the set of elements nrp to A form

an ideal and A is primal. If A is strongly irreducible then, as we have just

seen, A is primal. Then by Lemma 2 the adjoint P of A is unrp to A, hence

by Lemma 1, P is a prime ideal.

The following theorem follows at once from Theorem 1.4 of Curtis [l],

and Lemma 3.

Theorem 1. Every ideal is the intersection of its strongly irreducible primal

divisors.

Definition 10. If P is a prime ideal divisor of A, the (right) upper

isolated P-component of A, U(A, P), is the intersection of all ideals which con-

tain A and are such that every element not in P is right prime to them. The

upper isolated i?-component of A is defined to be A.

This definition has been shown by Murdoch [6] to be equivalent to his

definition, except for the case of the upper isolated i?-component of A, which
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in his definition is the ring R. As may be readily verified, however, if the

(right) lower isolated P-component of A is also defined to be A, then all re-

sults in Murdoch's paper [6] remain valid, the only changes being simplifica-

tions in certain theorems where particular cases no longer have to be con-

sidered.

Lemma 4. // A is primal with prime adjoint P, then A = U(A, P), the upper

isolated P-component of A.

Proof. By definition U(A, P) is the intersection of all ideals B such that

52i and if x(£P then x is rp to B. But A is itself such an ideal and the

result follows at once.

Theorem 2. Any ideal A is the intersection of its upper isolated Pa-com-

ponents, where the Pa are the ad joints of the strongly irreducible primal divisors

Aaof A.

Proof. By Theorem 1 we have that A is the intersection of the Aa, and by

Lemma 3 each Pa is prime. Thus the theorem is meaningful as stated.

By Lemma 4 we have Aa= U(Aa, Pa) and Murdoch has shown in [6] that

if Pa^Aa^A, then U(Aa, Pa)^U(A, Pa)^A. We thus obtain A=[)Aa

= DU(Aa, Pa)^(]U(A, Pa)^A, and the equality follows.

3. Representations by primal ideals.

Definition 11. A representation

(i) a = Alr\A2r\- ■ ■ r\An

of an ideal A as the intersection of ideal divisors of A will be called irredundant

if no Ai contains the intersection of the remaining ones, and reduced if no

Ai can be replaced by a proper divisor.

Lemma 5. If (1) is a reduced representation of A by primal ideals Af with

prime adjoints Pt, then an ideal B is nrp to A if and only if B is contained in

one of the Pi.

Proof, (i) If B is nrp to A, for any &£P we may find Xb(£A such that

XbRbCIA ̂ At for all i. But Xb&A implies XbQAi for some i, hence b is nrp to

Ai and b(EPi since Ai is primal. Since b is arbitrary in B, we conclude that

BC,PX\JP2\J • ■ ■ yJPn. We may suppose the indexing to be such that

5CPiWP2U • • • \JPk but B is not contained in the union of any proper

subset of Pi, Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pk. Then we may choose piEiBC^Pi such that pi(£Pj

for J9^i, for each i = 1, 2, • • • , k.

If k = 2, then pi+pi is in B, hence in either Pi or Pi, either of which is

contrary to the choice of pi and pi. Thus k^2.

If k>2, then piRpiQPk since neither of pi, pi is in Pk and Pk is prime.

Choose n so that p\r\pi=p{pi(£Pk. Then p{piRp&Pk and we may choose

r2 so that pipirip3=p{pipzQPk- Continuing in this way we obtain p=plp{
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• • • pk-i(£.Pk- But b=p+picGB, and b must be in some P< for i^k. If i<k

then pkG.Pt contrary to assumption, and if i = k then p(EPk contrary to

assumption. Hence &>2 and we conclude that k = l, and thus 5C?,.

(ii) For piEPi, let y be such that y^Ax and yRpiQAu Then A{ =(y)

+AiZ)Ai. Since (1) is reduced, there must exist y'G-4/ r^A2r\ • • • C\An and

such that y'&A. But y'RpiQ(y)Rpi+AiRpiQAu hence y'RpiCA and pi is
nrp to A. But since £i is arbitrary in Pi we conclude that Pi is nrp to A, and

similarly the other P,- are nrp to A.

Theorem 3. If (1) is a reduced representation of A by primal ideals with

prime adjoints Pi, then the maximal nrp to A ideals are the maximal primes of

A and are in fact the maximal elements of the inclusion ordered set Pu P2, • ■ • ,

P».

Proof. Suppose P is maximal nrp to A, i.e., P is nrp to A and if QZ)P then

Q is rp to A. By Lemma 5, P is contained in some Pi. But P< is nrp to A for

all i by the other half of Lemma 5, hence the maximality of P implies that

P=Pi for some P< which is maximal in the set Pi, Pit • ■ • , P„. Thus P is

prime and hence a maximal prime of A. If conversely Pj is maximal in

Pi, P2, • • • , Pn, then Pj must be a maximal nrp to A ideal, for if not there

exists QZ)Pj and such that Q is nrp to A. But then by Lemma 5 we would

have Q contained in some P< and PjQQQPi contrary to the maximality

of Pj.

Lemma 6. Let (1) be a reduced representation of A by primal ideals with prime

adjoints Pi. Then A is primal if and only if one Pj divides all the others, in which

case Pj is the adjoint of A.

Proof, (i) Let Pj^Pi for all i, so that P,=PiWP2U • • • WPn. Then by
Lemma 5, B nrp to A implies that BQPj and since by Lemma 5 again Pj is

nrp to A, it follows that A is primal with adjoint Pj.

(ii) Let A be primal with adjoint P. Then since P is nrp to A, P^Pj for

some j by Lemma 5. Also by Lemma 5, P,- is nrp to A, hence PiQP for all i,

or Pi^PQPj for all i. Then P=Pj and the lemma is proved.

Definition 12. If (1) is an irredundant representation of A by primal

ideals Ai, and is such that AiC\Aj is not primal if iy^j, it will be called a short

representation of A by primal ideals.

Theorem 4. Let (1) be a reduced representation of A by primal ideals with

prime adjoints Pi. Then A has a short representation by primal ideals whose

adjoints are the maximal primes of A.

Proof. Since (1) is reduced we may assume that the representation is

irredundant, since the intersection of any subset of A\, A2, • • • , An is also

reduced. Let the indexing be such that Pi, Pj, • • ■ , Pr are the maximal ele-

ments of the set Pi, P2, • • • , P„. Let A{ denote the intersection of those
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Ai such that PiQPi, and let Aj denote the intersection of those Ai such that

P^CPy butP^Pt if k<j,j = 2,3, ■ • ■ , r. Each of A{,A{, • • • , AI satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 6 and hence they are all primal with prime adjoints

Pi, Pi, • • ■ . Pr- Now (orjr^k, the intersection of the Ai forming Aj and Ai

is a reduced intersection of primal ideals not all of whose adjoints are con-

tained in any one adjoint, hence by Lemma 6, Aj P\A£ is not primal and the

representation A =Air\A{r\ • ■ • r\Aj is short. By Theorem 3, Pi,

Pi, • ■ ■ , Pr are the maximal primes of A, and the theorem is proved.

Corollary. // (1) is a representation of A by strongly irreducible ideals,

then A has a short representation by primal ideals whose adjoints are the maximal

primes of A.

Proof. By Lemma 3 each Ai is primal with prime adjoint. We may assume

the representation is irredundant. Since the Ai are irreducible, Lemma II

of E. Noether's paper [4], which remains valid in general rings, assures that

the representation is reduced. The result now follows from the theorem.

Theorem 5. In any short reduced representation of A by primal ideals with

prime adjoints, the adjoints and the number of primal components are uniquely

determined.

Proof. Let A =Air\A2r\ • ■ ■ C\An, where P; is the adjoint of Ai and

A =A{(~\Ai'r\ ■ ■ • P\A'm, where Pj is the adjoint of Aj be any two such

representations of A. Since both representations are short, no Pi properly

contains another P, and no PI properly contains another Pj. Then by

Theorem 3 both Pi, P2, • • • , P„ and P{, P2', • • • , P'm are the set of maximal

primes of A, hence m = n and the P,- are the Pj in some order.

By Lemma 1, every primal ideal in a uniform ring has a prime adjoint.

Thus for uniform rings the results of this section are valid without the

stipulation that the primal ideals in question have prime adjoints.

For later use we include here the following lemma.

Lemma 7. Let (1) be a reduced representation of A by primal ideals such that

the adjoint Qi of Ai is unrp to A,. Then an ideal is nrp to A if and only if it is

contained in some Qi, and every ideal nrp to A is unrp to A.

Proof. Since Qi is unrp to ^4i, there exists x&Ai such that xRQi^Ai. Let

A{ = (x)+Alt and we have A{r\AiC\ • • • C\AnZ)A since (1) is reduced and

AiDAi. Then there exists y$A such that yEAj n>A2r\ ■ ■ • fYAn. Now

yRQiQ(x)RQi+A1RQiQAu and it follows that yRQiQA. Thus Qi is'unrp to
A, and similarly each Qi is unrp to A.

By Lemma 1 the Qt are all prime, and thus it follows from Lemma 5 that

an ideal B is nrp to A if and only if B is contained in some Qi. But since

each Qi is unrp to A this implies that every ideal nrp to A is unrp to A.
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4. Ascending chain condition. Throughout this section we shall assume

that the ring R satisfies the ascending chain condition for ideals.

Theorem 6. If A is an irreducible ideal and B is nrp to A, then B is unrp

to A.

Proof. The ascending chain condition implies that B has a finite basis, or

B = (bu h, ■ ■ ■ , bn). Now (Abr^Abr1^ ■ ■ ■ r\Ab^)RB =AB~1RBQA.
For each i, Ab^DA, hence Abrl(~\AbrlC\ ■ • • f^Ab^^A, and equality is

impossible trivially if n = \, and if w>l since A is irreducible. Thus there

exists xZE.Ab^f^Abr1^ • • ■ C\Abzl such that x(£A. For this x we have

xRB QA, and hence B is unrp to A.

Theorem 7. Every ideal A has a short reduced representation by primal

ideals whose adjoints are the maximal primes of A and are unrp to A.

Proof. The A.C.C. implies that A has a finite representation, which we

may assume to be irredundant, by irreducible ideals Ai, A*, • • ■ , An. By

Lemma II of E. Noether's paper [4] which, together with Lemma IV of the

same paper, remains valid in the noncommutative case, the representation is

reduced. Then by Lemma 3 each Ai is primal, hence by Theorem 6 the adjoint

Pi of Ai is unrp to Ai. Then each P< is prime by Lemma 1, and by Lemma 7

is unrp to A. Suppose Pi, P2, • • • , Pm are the maximal elements of the inclu-

sion ordered set Pi, P2, ■ • • , Pn. Let Aj be the intersection of those Ai

whose adjoints P< are divisible by Pj but not by P* for k <j, j — \,2,---,m.

By Lemma 6 each Aj is primal. If we replace the Ai composing A{ by AI,

E. Noether's Lemma IV assures that the representation remains reduced, and

similarly for A{, A£, ■ ■ • , A'm. By Lemma 6 the resulting representation,

A =A(r\A{fs\ ■ ■ • C\A'm, is short and by Theorem 3 the maximal primes of

A are exactly Pi, P2, • • • , Pm.

Corollary 1. Every ideal A has a finite set of maximal primes, which are

the maximal nrp to A ideals.

Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7 and Theo-

rem 3.

Corollary 2. If A is primal the adjoint of A is a prime ideal.

Theorem 8. Let A =A(rs\A{r\ • ■ ■ (~\A'n be the short reduced representa-

tion of Theorem 7, and Ai= {r\Ba\Ba~^>A, Ba primal with adjoint Qa£P»}.

Then A ,• is primal with adjoint Pi and is the minimal primal divisor of A whose

adjoint is contained in Pi. Also, A =^41^^42^ ■ ■ • (~\Am is a short representa-

tion of A.

Proof, (i) There exists x,(£-4/ such that XiRPiQAt. Then there exists

x\ QA such that */ EA{C\ ■ • • r\ALir\(xi, Ai)r\Ai+lC\ • • ■ C\A'm since
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A =A(r\Air\ ■ ■ ■ C\A'n is reduced. Thus x{ QAj, x[ <£Ai. But

x'iRPi c a[ a • • • n 4<_i a [(^)PP,- + AlRPi] r\A[+1r\- ■ ■ r\A'm = a.

Hence xjPP.C.4; while */ (£.4,- and P, is nrp to At. If y is nrp to Ai, then

xPyC^4j for some x^Ai. Then x€fP for some B^A, B primal with adjoint

QQPi, and xRyCB implies y£(?, hence y£P,-. Thus P, is the adjoint of Ai,

and our first assertion is proved.

(ii) Clearly A = AiC\AiC\ ■ • ■ (~\Am. If m>\, suppose .4 =A%C\ ■ ■ • C\Am.

Now there exists x($_A such that xPPiC.4, hence Pi is nrp to one of ^42, As,

• • ■ , Am. Thus Pi is divisible by one of P2, • ■ ■ , Pro, a contradiction, and

the representation must be irredundant. If the representation is not short,

suppose A\C\Ai is primal with adjoint P. Then xPP C .4 if\42 for some

x^AiC\Ai. Say x(£Ai. Then P is nrp to A\, hence PCZPi and we have

A\C\Ai~^A\ by definition of A\. But this implies A\= AxC\Ai and the repre-

sentation is redundant, which is impossible.

Theorem 9. Every ideal is the intersection of its upper isolated components

U{A, Pi), U(A, Pi), ■ ■ ■ , U(A, P„) where Pi, P2, • • • , P„ are the maximal

primes of A.

Proof. By Theorem 7, A has a representation A=AiC\AiC\ • ■ • C\An

where Ai is primal with adjoint P,. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we have

AQU(A, Pi)QU(Ait Pi)=Ai. Hence it follows that ACZf)1.i U{A,Pt)
^n"-i-4» = -4> and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 10. Any ring satisfying the A.C.C.for ideals is a uniform ring.

Proof. If A is an ideal in a ring with A.C.C., let B be any ideal nrp to A.
Then B is contained in a maximal nrp to A ideal P which by Theorem 7,

Corollary 1 is a maximal prime of A, and by Theorem 7 is unrp to A. Thus

there exists x(£A such that xPPC^4, hence xRBCxRPQA and B is unrp to

A.
That a uniform ring need not satisfy the A.C.C. can be shown by the

following example.  ,

Let F be a field with a valuation $ such that the value group of F is the

rational numbers. Let R be the ring of all/£P for which <£(/) Si 1. It may be

readily shown that if A is a proper ideal in R and B is any ideal of R we can

always find x£P such that x(£A while xBQA, hence xRBCA and B is

unrp to A. But the A.C.C. clearly does not hold in R. We may remark that

this is an example of a ring in which every proper ideal is primal with adjoint

P.
Murdoch [6] has defined an ideal Q to be right primary if every element

not in the McCoy radical [5 ] of Q is rp to Q.

Lemma 8. If Q is right primary with radical P, then Q is primal with prime

adjoint P.
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Proof. By a result of Murdoch [6] P is nrp to Q. By definition all elements

not in P are rp to Q, hence the set of all elements nrp to Q is exactly P and

Q is primal with adjoint P. By Corollary 2, Theorem 7, P is prime.

Theorem 11. Let A =Qir\Q2r\ • • • (~\Qn be an irredundant representation

of A by right primary ideals with radicals Pi, P2, • • • , P„. Then the maximal

elements of the set Pi, P2, • • • , P„ are the maximal primes of A.

Proof. Murdoch has shown in [6] that an element x is rp to A if and only

if x is in the complement of every P<. Hence each P» is nrp to A and if B is

nrp to A then 5CPiWP2U • • • U?„. By Lemma 8 each P, is prime. We

now repeat the argument used in part (i) of the proof of Lemma 5, and obtain

BQPi for some i. The argument now proceeds exactly as in the proof of

Theorem 3.

5. Maximal primes and associated primes. If a minimal prime ideal of

A is defined to be an ideal which is minimal in the inclusion ordered set of

prime divisors of A, then the intersection of the minimal primes of A has been

shown in [5 ] to be the McCoy radical of A.

For commutative rings Fuchs has characterized in [3 ] the intersection of

the maximal primes of an ideal. In the case of ideals which possess reduced

representations by primal ideals with prime adjoints it is possible to extend

Fuchs' result to noncommutative rings. As we have seen, this condition is

satisfied for any ideal in a ring with A.C.C.

Definition 13. If A is any ideal in a general ring, the adjoint ideal of A

is defined to be the set of all x such that (x, y) is nrp to A whenever y is nrp

to A. That this set does form an ideal is easily shown. In virtue of the fact

that if R is commutative then x nrp to A is equivalent to x not prime to A,

we see that the above definition is the same as Fuchs' [3 ] in the commutative

case.

We note that A is trivially contained in the adjoint of A. In the event that

A is primal, then the adjoint Q of A defined previously coincides with the

adjoint Q' of Definition 13.

Theorem 12. The adjoint ideal Q' of A is the intersection of the maximal

nrp to A divisors of A.

Proof. Suppose x££)' and B is any ideal nrp to A. Then {x)-\-B is nrp to

A since y(E.(x)+B implies y(E(x, b) for some b^_B and thus y is nrp to A by

the definition of Q'. Hence Q' is contained in every maximal nrp to A ideal.

Conversely, let x be in every maximal nrp to A ideal and y be nrp to A. Then

y is in some maximal nrp to A ideal B, (x, y)QB and (x, y) is nrp to A so

that x(ElQ' and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 13. If A has a reduced representation by primal ideals with prime

adjoints, then the adjoint of A is the intersection of the maximal primes of A.
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Proof. By Theorem 3 the maximal nrp to A ideals are precisely the

maximal primes of A, namely the maximal elements of the set of adjoint

primes of the primal ideals in the given representation of A. The result now

follows at once from Theorem 12.

McCoy [5] has noted that any prime divisor of A contains a minimal

prime of A. Thus it follows that the adjoint of an ideal possessing a reduced

representation by primal ideals with prime adjoints always contains the

McCoy radical of A.
We turn now to a consideration of the prime ideals "associated" with a

given ideal. Such ideals have been defined by Krull [4] for noncommutative

rings. Since our point of view is considerably different from that of Krull,

however, we shall give a new definition which is derived from the method of

Murdoch [6]. He has shown that if an ideal A in a ring with A.C.C. has a

short representation by right primary ideals with radicals Pi, P2, • • • , Pn,

then Pi is nrp to A, and a prime P which divides A is nrp to U(A, P) if and

only if P is one of Pi, P2, ■ • • , P„.
Definition 14. A prime ideal P containing A is a (right) associated prime

of A if P is nrp to A and also nrp to U(A, P).

Thus in a ring with A.C.C, if an ideal A has a short representation by

right primary ideals, their radicals are exactly the associated primes of A.

Lemma 9. Let A be an ideal with a short reduced representation by primal

ideals A\, Ai, ■ ■ ■ , A„ whose adjoints Pi, P2, • • • , P„ are such that Pi is unrp

to Ai. Then Pi is unrp to U(A, Pi) for i = 1, 2, • • • , n.

Proof. By Lemma 1, each P< is a prime ideal. By Lemma 7 each P, is

unrp to A. Hence there exists x&A such that XiRPiQA and thus XiRPi

QU(A, Pj) for every j. Now x&A implies x&Aj for some j. Then xtRPi

QAj implies PiQP,- but since P, and P,- are both maximal this implies

Pi=Pj and i =j. From Ai = U(A,-, P.)3 U(A, Pi) it follows that X& U(A, P.)

and Pi is unrp to U(A, P,).

Theorem 14. In a uniform ring, if an ideal A has a short reduced representa-

tion by primal ideals with adjoints Pi, P2, • • • , P„, then a prime ideal P is a

maximal prime of A if and only if P is a maximal element in the inclusion

ordered set of associated primes of A.

Proof. By Lemma 9 each P, is an associated prime of A, and by Theorem 3

the Pi are the maximal nrp to A ideals, hence the maximal primes of A.

Clearly every associated prime of A is contained in a maximal nrp to A ideal,

and hence in some P,. Thus if P is a maximal associated prime of A it must

be one of the P„ hence a maximal prime of A. Conversely, every maximal

prime of A is one of the Pi and hence a maximal associated prime of A.

Corollary. If A is an ideal in a ring with the A.C.C. for ideals, then the

maximal primes of A are the maximal associated primes of A.
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Proof. By Theorem 7 every ideal A has a short reduced representation by

primal ideals, and by Theorem 10, R is a uniform ring. The result now follows

at once from Theorem 14.

We note that by the corollary the representations of an ideal in a ring

with A.C.C. obtained in Theorems 8 and 9 are identical. For if P is a maximal

prime of A, then U{A, P) is primal with adjoint P and by definition is con-

tained in every primal divisor of A whose adjoint is contained in P, hence is

the minimal such divisor of A.

As we noted in §1, if R is a uniform ring with unit element then the

definition of B nrp to A is equivalent to that of Curtis [l ]. Hence the respec-

tive definitions of the maximal primes of A are also equivalent in such a ring.

For a ring with unit element satisfying the A.C.C. for ideals, Curtis defined

the (right) isolated 5-component ideal of A to be the ideal I(A, B) =AB~t

for 3^0 and such that AB~9=AB~9~1, and a (right) associated prime ideal

of A to be a prime ideal P such that I{A, P) DA and [l(A, P) }~lA <ZP where

[I(A, P)]-^ = { T,C\l(A, P)CQA}. He then proved that the maximal
primes of A are the maximal elements of the inclusion ordered set of (right)

associated prime ideals of A. Thus we see that for a ring with unit element and

A.C.C. for ideals, the two definitions of associated prime ideals of an ideal A

both lead to the same set of maximal associated prime ideals.

6. Isolated components of an ideal. McCoy has defined in [5 ] an w-sys-

tem to be a set M of elements of R with the property that if x and y are in

M then there exists r in R such that xry is in M. The null set is also con-

sidered an w-system. Thus an ideal is prime if and only if its complement is

an w-system. Murdoch has defined [6] a right M-«-system to be a set N

containing an w-system M and with the property that for given m in M

and n in N there exists r in R such that nrm is in N. If M is the null set

then the only ikf-w-system is M itself. He then defined the (right) upper

isolated M-component of an ideal A not intersecting M to be the set of ele-

ments x such that every right iW-«-system containing x also contains an

element of A. We shall adopt these definitions with the exception that if M

is the null set then any set in R is a right ikf-w-system, a change which

results in our Definition 10 of the (right) isolated P-component of A where

P is a prime divisor of A. We now define the (right) upper isolated Ji-com-

ponent, U(A, B), where B is any ideal divisor of A. We shall call a set M

entirely rp (erp) to A if every element in M is rp to A.

Definition 15. If 534, then the (right) upper isolated B-component of A,

U{A, B), is the intersection of all ideal divisors of A to which the set M of

elements rp to B is erp.

Definition 16. Let B be a (proper) ideal in R and M be the set of ele-

ments in R which are rp to B. If M is non-null a set Af containing Mis a (right)

B-v-system if for every m(E.M and wEA7 there exists some r£P such that

nrm^N. If M is null (R is nrp to B) then any set is a J3-j/-system. Similarly,

any set is considered to be an P-p-system.
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We note that C(B), the complement in R of B, is a P-j'-system. For if M

is non-null then m£Afand xRm^B implies x£P, hence m^M and x£C(B)

implies the existence of some r£P such that xrm(E.C(B), while if M is null

then C(B) is a P-j'-system by definition.

Lemma 10. Let N be any B-v-system disjoint from A. Then A is contained

in a maximal ideal Q disjoint from N and M is erp to Q.

Proof. Since the union of any ascending chain of ideals containing A and

disjoint from N is again an ideal containing A and disjoint from N the exist-

ence of Q follows at once from Zorn's lemma. If y(£Q then, by the maximality

of Q, there exists »£Nsuch that n(E(y)+Q. Then n has the form n=iy-\-ry

+yr'+ "22a riyrj+q, for r, r', rt, r, all in R and q in Q. Now if m is rp to B

there exists x£P such that nxm(EN, or nxm=iyxm-\-ryxm+yr'xm

+ J^i,- r.-yfyxw+gxw is in N. But if yRmCQ then nxm^QCxN, contradicting

() disjoint from N. Hence yRm^Q implies y(EQ and m is rp to Q as required.

Theorem 15. The complement in R of U(A, B) is the maximal B-v-system

disjoint from A, and U(A, B) itself is the set consisting of all x such that every

B-v-system containing x intersects A.

Proof. Let N be the complement of U(A, B). Then x£iV implies that

x(£Q for some ideal Q^A and such that M is erp to Q. Hence for m£M

there exists r(^R such that xrm(E.N. Thus TV is a P-j'-system, and is trivially

disjoint from A. Suppose N' is any P-j'-system which is disjoint from A.

Then by Lemma 10 we have A C.Q' for Q' an ideal disjoint from N' and such

that M is erp to Q'. But then U(A, B)CQ' by definition, hence N^C(Q')
^DN'. Thus N is the maximal P-j'-system disjoint from A. The second asser-

tion follows at once from the first, and the theorem is proved.

Corollary. IfB^A^A', then U{A, B)^U(A', B).

Proof. Every ideal / containing A to which M is erp also contains A',

and hence the intersection of all such ideals containing A contains the inter-

section of all such ideals containing A'.

We may remark that the last property in Theorem 15 could have been

used to define U(A, B), and the others derived therefrom. Such a method

would have been more conventional, the proof proceeding by way of the

standard three lemmas (cf. e.g. McCoy [5] or Murdoch [6]), our versions of

which would have read as follows: (i) if P2P2-4 then there exists a unique

maximal B-j>-system disjoint from A, (ii) same as Lemma 10, and (iii) a set

Q is a minimal ideal dividing A such that M is erp to Q if and only if C(Q)

is a maximal P-j'-system disjoint from A.

In the event P is a prime ideal divisor of A, then the ideal U(A, P) is the

upper isolated P-component of A of Definition 12, as in this case the set of

elements rp to P is just the complement of P.
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Murdoch has defined in [6] the right lower isolated component of an ideal

A, relative to an m-system M disjoint from A, to be the set of all elements x

of R such that xRm^A for some m of M. Thus if P is a prime divisor of A

the right lower isolated component of A relative to P is the set \x\xRmC.A

for some mQP}. We now extend this concept to the case of B any ideal divi-

sor of A, and establish relations between the upper and lower isolated B-

components of A corresponding to those obtained by Murdoch.

Definition 17. If B is an ideal containing A, let M be the set of all m

in R which are rp to B. If M is non-null the (right) lower isolated B-component

of A is the ideal L(A, B)={ Y,A-™~X\™^M\• If M is null then L(A, B) is
A, and L(A, R) is also A.

We note that if P is a prime ideal different from R this definition agrees

with that of Murdoch, since then the set M is an w-system.

Lemma 11, If R^B^A then U(A, B)^L(A, B)^A.

Proof. By definition L(A, R) =A = U(A, P), and if Mis null then L(A, B)
= A = U(A, B) also by definition.

Suppose M is non-null and Rt^B. That L{A, B) 3.4 follows at once from

the fact that Am^^A for any mGM. If x^L(A, B) then x= X"-i ** f°r

Xi^Amr1, m^M. Now XiQ.Amr1 implies XiRm^A and every P-p-system

containing xt certainly contains an element of A, hence Xi£U(A, B) for

i = l,2, ■ • • ,n. Thusx=ZXi*.-isin U(A,B) and L(A, B)QU(A, B).

Theorem 16.

(a) U{U{A,B),B) = U{A,B),

(b) L(U(A,B),B) = U(A,B),

(c) U(L(A,B),B) = U{A,B).

Proof, (a) The complement in R of U(A, B) is a P-v-system N not inter-

secting U(A, B) by Theorem 15. Hence it is certainly the maximal such sys-

tem, and it follows from the same theorem that C{N) = U{A, B) is the upper

isolated P-component of U(A, B).

(b) By (a) just proved and Lemma 11 we obtain

L(U(A, B), B) C U(U(A, B), B) = U(A, B) C L(U(A, B), B)

and the desired equality follows.

(c) Since L(A, B)QU(A, B) we may apply the corollary to Theorem 15

to obtain U{L{A, B), B)QU(U(A, B), B). Since AQL(A, B) we apply the
same corollary to obtain U(A, B)CLU(L(A, B), B). Combining these results

with part (a) we have U(L(A, B), B)QU(U(A, B),B) = U(A, B)CTJ(L(A,
B), B) and the equality follows.

Definition 18. For all ordinal numbers a we define La(A, B) by induction

as follows: LX(A, B)=L(A, B). If a is not a limit ordinal then La(A, B)
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= L(JLa~x(A, B), B), and if a is a limit ordinal then L"{A, B) is the union of

allZA^.P) forp<a.

Evidently if /3<a then IS(A, B)QL"(A, B).

Theorem 17. For all ordinal numbers a, U(A, B)~DL"{A, B).

Proof. For a = 1 the result is known by Lemma 11. We assume the result

for all ordinals less than a and proceed by induction.

(i) If a is not a limit ordinal and so has an immediate predecessor a —1

then we have

L°(A, B) = HL«-\A, B), B) by definition,

C U(L°-\A, B), B) by Lemma 11,

C U(U(A, B), B) by Theorem 15, Corollary,

= U(A, B) by Theorem 16(a).

(ii) If a is a limit ordinal, then by the definition of La(A, B) we have that

x£iL"(A, B) implies x^Lf{A, B) for some /3<a. But then by the inductive

assumption x£U(A, B) and hence La(A, B)QU(A, B).

Theorem 18. For any ordinal number a, L"{A, B) =La+l(A, B) if and only

ifL°(A,B) = U(A,B).

Proof, (i) If L°(A, B) = U(A, P) then by Theorem 16(b) we have L"+l(A, B)
=L(U(A,B),B) = U(A,B).

(ii) Suppose La(A, B) =La+1(A, B) for some a, and xRmQLa(A, B) for

some m rp to B. (If M is null, the result is trivial, as then all the component

ideals are just A.) Then x£La(A, B)mrlCLLa+l(A, B) =La(A, B) and m is rp

to L"(A, B) if m is rp to B. But U(A, B) is the minimal ideal containing A

to which every m rp to B is rp, hence U(A, B)QLa(A, B). Since L"(A, B)

C U(A, B) for all a, the result follows.

Corollary 1. There exists an ordinal a, finite or transfinite, such that
La(A,B) = U{A,B).

Proof. Under inclusion the L'{A, B) form a bounded, well ordered set

such that the union of any subset is again an L'(A, B). Hence there exists a

maximal element L"(A, B) which must contain all L"{A, B), thus La(A, B)

= L«+1(A,B) = U(A,B).

Corollary 2. If the A.C.C.for ideals holds in R/A thenLn(A,B) = U(A,B)
for some finite n.

In the event R is a commutative ring, then the set of elements rp to an

ideal B is the set of elements prime to B, which forms a multiplicative sys-

tem. Thus both U(A, B) and L(A, B) as we have defined them are the same
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as the components defined by Murdoch in [6], which he has shown to be both

equivalent to Krull's isolated component in the commutative case.

7. Principal components of an ideal. In Theorem 2 we saw that any ideal

A is the intersection of its upper isolated P«-components, where the P„ are

the prime adjoints of the strongly irreducible primal divisors of A. If the

ring R satisfies the A.C.C. for ideals, Theorem 9 shows that A is the finite

intersection of its upper isolated components corresponding to the maximal

primes of A. Since for any divisor B of A we have AC.L(A, B)QU(A, B),

Theorems 2 and 9 remain valid if we replace "upper" by "lower." Moreover,

we can then obtain a result for general rings similar to the modified version

of Theorem 9.

Definition 19. If P3Q and Q is a maximal nrp to A ideal, then L(A, Q)

is a (right) lower principal component of A, and U(A, Q) is a (right) upper

principal component of A.

We note that if R is commutative, these definitions are equivalent to that

of Krull's principal component.

Theorem 19. In any ring R, any ideal A is the intersection of its lower

principal components.

Proof. Let {Qa} be the set of maximal nrp to A ideals.

(i) If R = Qa for some a, then L(A, Qa) =A by definition, or if R is nrp to

Qa for some a, then L(A, Qa) =A by definition, and since AQf]L(A, Qa) the

result follows trivially in either of these cases.

(ii) Suppose R^Qa and R is rp to Qa for all a, and suppose x£[)L(A, Qa).

Then if Q is any Qa, we have #«= T^?_i x, where there exists w, rp to Q such

that XiRmiQA, * = 1, 2, • • • , n. Let B= {ylxRyQA }. Clearly B is an ideal.
Now we have xR(miRmi ■ ■ ■ mn-iRm„) = (2?_ i Xi)R(miRmi • • • mn-\Rmn)

QA, hence m\Rm2 • ■ ■ mn-iRmnCB.

Now if BQQ, then (wiPw2 • ■ - mn-i)RmnC.Q and mn rp to Q implies

(m,\Rmi • ■ ■ wn_2)Pw„_iCZQ. Continuing this process, we find m-i^Q, a con-

tradiction. Hence BQQa for any a, and B must be rp to A. But then there

exists 6GP such that yRbQA implies y(£A. Now xRbQA by definition of B,

hence xGA, and we have shown (\L{A, Qa)QA. But AC.f]L(A, Qa) trivially
and the result follows.

It appears unlikely that a similar result holds in general for the upper

principal components of an ideal. However, under some circumstances such

a result can be obtained.

Theorem 20. If the adjoint Pa of a strongly irreducible divisor Aa of A is

rp to A, then U{A, Pa) is redundant in A = (] U(A, Pa).

Proof. We recall that by Theorem 1, A =(]Aa, where {Aa} is the set of

strongly irreducible divisors of A, and by Theorem 2, A =r\U(A, Pa), where
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Pa is the adjoint of Aa. Now if U(A, Pa) is irredundant, then Aa is also. Hence

Aa7&r\feaA$ and ia + fl#^0^«- Since, by Lemma 2, Pa is unrp to Aa,

there exists y^Aa such that yRPaQAa. Let Aa = (y)+Aa'DAa and we have

Aa r\[Aa + r\p*aAp]=Aa+Aa (~^{r\^aA^)Z>Aa by Dedekind's law and the

fact that A a is irreducible. Hence there exists x(£Aa such that xE:Aa + (y)

and xG-4^ for f3^a. Now x = aa-\ry' for some aa(EAa and y'G(y), hence

xPP<lC(iaPP„+y'PPaC^(,. But xRPaQAg for all /3^a, hence xRPaQA and
Pa is unrp to A. Thus if Pa is rp to .4, then U(A, Pa) must be redundant.

Theorem 21. If in A = f)U(A, Pa), where the Pa are the adjoints of the

strongly irreducible divisors of A, all the redundant components can be eliminated,

then A is the intersection of its upper principal components.

Proof. If all the redundant components can be eliminated (certainly any

finite number can), then by Theorem 20, the remaining ones have P„ unrp to

A. Now each of these P« is contained in a maximal nrp to A ideal Qa. If

Qa =P, then U(A, Qa) =AC U(A,Pa) by definition. If Qa^R let M = {x| x rp
to Qa} ■ Then MQC(Pa), and if C(Pa) is erp to an ideal P2^4, so is M. Hence

U(A, Pa)^U(A, Qa)^A in this case also. Thus A=f\U(A, Qa), the inter-

section of the upper principal components of A.
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